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� Qigong masters – 3,500 yr history 
� Baron von Reichenbach- detailed studies on 

odic energy 
� Acupuncture – meridians that carry life force 
� Vicktor Schauberger 
� Dr. William Tiller 
� Dr. Wilhelm Reich – Orgone energy  
� Nikolai Kozyrev – Torsion energy-twisting 

energy 
� Robert Pavlita-devices powered by subtle 

energy 



Claude Swanson, Life Force, The Scientific Basis, p. 
46 



�  Basis of discovery:  2nd Law of Thermodynamics cannot be 
correct – says entropy in a closed system can never decrease – so 
everything in the universe winds down 
¡  Cannot be since structure and order is constantly being 

created 
¡  Concluded that if entropy is occurring in one place, it 

decreases in another place (so total entropy does not change) 
¡  Theory says if there is a local change of entropy, there is a 

corresponding change in the density of time, and this change 
is radiated away in a twisting wave carrying “torsion” which 
will be absorbed at some other location – causing an entropy 
change in the opposite direction at the point of absorption. 

(Reminiscent of Russsell concept: centrifugal/centripetal spiral motion to create 
balance) 
¡  Torsion can be stored in an object and transferred from one 

object to another (similar to “subtle energy” according to von 
Reichenbach) 
¢  Some believe torsion is subtle energy 



� N.P. Myshkin – Russian professor, 1800s – “Fifth 
Force” 

� Eli Cartan (Einstein’s colleague) coined term 
“torsion” for its twisting motion through the 
fabric of space-time 

� N.A. Kozyrev – proved existence of the force – like 
time, flows in a sacred geometrical spiral 

� A. Akimov – further refinements: 
¡  Fields come in 3 types: E-field, S-Field, G-Field 

(Electric, Spin, Gravity) 



� “Twisting” or “spiraling” –action of torsion 
waves propagating through space 
¡  Torsion fields generated by spin or angular 

momentum 
¢  In the new physics – everything (all matter) is created by 

spin (vortex – torsion) 
¢  Matter and consciousness produces torsion fields/waves 

� Torsion fields causes changes: imprints - will 
influence spin states 
¡  Influence of change will remain even after torsion 

field has moved to another area of space 
¡  Torsion field of certain spatial configurations can be 

“recorded” on any physical or biological object 
¢  Suggests links to psi phenomena – e.g. charging an object 

with intent which can be read by a psi sensitive 
¢  Suggests basis of co-creation 



� Torsion fields and its emanations are subtle 
energy fields 
¡  Separate and distinct from classical Electric, Magnetic 

and Gravity fields 
¢  Torsion fields manifest through shieldings for electric, 

magnetic and gravity fields 
¢  Can be switched on and off (for communication) 
¢  Torsion energy fields not part of classical fields in physics 

today 
¢  Field emanations travel at multiples of speed of light 

(billion times) 
¢  Affect biological processes 
¢  Generated by melting or solidifying some materials 
¢  Affects quartz crystals 
¢  Affects some electronic components 

¡  Along with electric, magnetic and gravity fields, may 
be basis for unified field theory that includes 
consciousness, dowsing, psi 



� Kozyrev created various equipment 
(detectors/special balances) to measure 
torsion (time density) 

� Found:  human thought and consciousness 
generate torsion –i.e., detectors sensitive to 
thought. 
¡  Emotional thoughts produced larger effects than 

did intellectual thoughts 
¢  Believed psi abilities related to ability to affect” time 

density” at will (e.g., telepathy) 
¢  Consciousness related to “vibrations” in the aetheric 

medium – relates to connecting all things in real time 
and produces “non-locality” or “action at a distance” 



�  Masuru Emoto – imprint human intention in water, 
express by geometrical impact on ice crystals 

�  Dankachov- torsion fields created by human intention 
stored in water, especially those having ionized salts 

�  Sound Energy Research – scalar (torsion) waves - 
created scalar wave structured water; water in 
Emoto’s lab, created hexagonal structures like those 
produced by human consciousness 
¡  Implication:  Torsion waves are the carrier waves of 

consciousness 
�  Dr. W.E. Davis – psionic device to photograph life field 

around object: 
¢  Water before blessing by priest- central point with 7 thin lights 

radiating from it 
¢  After blessing – assumed shape of a cross 

�  Beverly Rubik – GDV machine for aura – water showed 
jagged pattern; after giving positive intention by 
chanting “om”, pattern changed to a smooth structure 



� Cleve Backster – polygraph machine – plants 
respond to human intention (mental threats) and 
to death of nearby organisms (brine shrimp and 
bacteria) 
¡  We are all created out of the same spiraling matrix 

(aether) 
¡  Human consciousness produces spiraling torsion 

energy 

� Dr. Victor Grebninikov – entomologist – 
discovered “cavity structural effect” (CSE) – 
shape of bee’s nest gives off torsion energy  and 
guides tree’s growth around the nest; energy 
detectable by human hands, even through 
shielding 



� All electromagnetic and electrostatic field 
accompanied by a torsion field 
¡  All organic and inorganic objects have their own 

signature torsion fields; aluminum is a good 
reflector of torsion and of time (Kozyrev) 

¡  Torsion waves propagate in future and past at 
speeds much greater than the speed of light 
¢  Think of torsion as connections not of space but of 

time (or time-space)  
�  Makes possible retro- and pre-cognition and non-

locality of telepathic communication 



� Akimov:  Brain is a non-magnetic spin torsion 
system where it is simultaneously a torsion 
transmitter and receiver 
¡  Iona Miller:  “standing scalar (torsion) waves can be 

coupled at exactly 180 degrees out of phase in a 
resonant cavity to create zero sums through scalar 
resonance.  There is such a resonant cavity in the  
brain, between the pituitary and pineal glands. These 
waves of potential co-modulate each other and ‘lock or 
zip together’ as a zero-vector system (scalar) wave.  
This allows for crosstalk or translation between 
dimensions.” 

¡  Pineal gland produces DMT (“spirit molecule”) – 
facilitates intuitive functioning and mystical 
experiences.  Acts as an antenna/amplifier for 
hyperdimensional scalar/torsion waves? 
¢  Rick Straussman experiments with DMT:  produced other-

dimensional experiences, including interactions with 
“aliens” 



� Lt.Col. Tom Bearden:  “all mind operations are 
time-like,i.e., they are comprised as scalar EM 
photon functions and scalar EM wave functions. 
Thus the mind is a very special electromagnetic 
system, existing in the time domain.” 
¡  The mind does not have its origins in the material 

world, but in the nonlocal “implicate” realm or 
torsion/scalar field. 
¢  Torsion field operates holographically without regard to 

time and distance 
¢  In torsion fields, similar charges attract and opposite 

charges repulse 
¢  Basis of “like attracts like” or “law of attraction”; torsion is 

a carrier wave for consciousness?   
¢  Any relation to negative green of BG3 in BioGeometry? 



�  Nikolai Kozyrev 
¡  Changing the flow of time in local areas 

¢  Sensitive measuring devices 
�  Precession (circular wobble) in constantly spinning gyroscope 
�  Beam balance (in vacuum) made more sensitive  with greater 

weight on one side  plus vibrating hook 
�  Swinging pendulum on vibrating hook 

¡  Entropy and Mind caused changes 
¢  When matter breaks down (ice melting, liquid evaporating, 

plants withering) or there is sudden loss of coherent energy at 
the quantum level, energy is released, time speeds up in that 
immediate area – process involves releasing energy into the 
Source Field (right handed torsion –repel- by torsion balance) 

¢  When matter becomes more coherent (organized), time slows 
down (water freezes – more coherent crystalline structure, 
plants grow)  - process involves absorbing energy from the 
Source Field (left handed torsion –attract- by torsion balance) 

¢  Sudden changes in human consciousness (e.g., emotions) 



� Kozyrev – Non-mechanical detectors 
¡  Mercury thermometer  kept at constant temperature – 

influenced by coherent or non-coherent effects on 
matter 

¡  Flow of electricity affected by changes in flow of time 
(e.g, Global Consciousness Project) 

¡  Viscosity of water (measuring increases or decreases 
in coherence of surrounding matter) 

¡  Time does not push through space in a straight line – 
it has spin or “torsion” 

¡  Some molecules have right handed spin (spiral 
clockwise)- e.g sugar; some are left handed –eg, salt) 
¢  Right handed molecules slow down time- i.e., absorb 

energy from the Source Field, which takes away energy 
that your body can use 



� Term made popular by pioneering work 
Nikolai Kozyrev 
¡  “density of time” –new force that affects rate at 

which time passes 
¢  Accompanied by twisting effect in space called torsion 

that interacts with spins of particles 

¡  Negative entropy is produced to balance entropy 
¢  Physical component of time can be absorbed or 

radiated by substances  
�  Detectors for positive and negative entropy 

� Basis of subtle energy per Russian scientists 



















� Every particle with mass also has spin, generating 
its own torsion field 









� Torsion radiation is unique in that it can 
apply a pattern to spins of materials 







� Dr. Amrit Sorli:  Experiments in a closed 
environment 
¡  Increasing weight during growth phase 
¡  Decreasing weight after death 

� Worms in sealed container of water 
¡  1st hour, no weight effect 
¡  2nd & 3rd hour, weight increased and stabilized to 

5th hour 
¡  Weight decreased at time of death 

� In Japan, same results with rats 





















� Kozyrev 
¡  Telescope on stars with torsion detector: 

strongest signals from position star is actually at; 
weaker signal from past or future position 

¡  Could energy effect of phantom DNA be time 
related? 

¡  Paul Dong, “China’s Super Psychics” – people with 
ability to cause  immature flower buds to 
blossom 



� Einstein:  Space-time linked – 2 
manifestations of the same underlying 
energy? 

� Suggests that as Source Field (gravity) flows 
into an atom, it drives the flow within the 
atom 
¡  Speed of time driven by speed of motion inside 

atom 
¡  More coherent flow, time moves faster 



� Einstein – space and time are interconnected 
� Kozyrev – Stars give off energy from the past, 

present and future 
� At quantum level, wave/particle duality – 

particles/matter are sometimes waves and 
sometimes particles  
¡  Observed in protons, neutrons, electrons, atoms- 

means everything in quantum realm pops into and out 
of existence all the time 
¢  Also happens with larger objects 

�  Dr. Olaf Nairz – 60 carbon buckeyballs passed through 
multiple tiny slits simultaneously  

�  Is best way to deal with this is to give up the idea of 
time? 



�  Viktor Schauberger  
¡  Created pipes that caused swirling motion of the water 

which created negative friction (rapid flow) 
¡  Developed rotating water systems that  developed anti-

gravity effect with bluish glow 


